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systems.trnsys is a cost-effective, flexible, and powerful engineering tool for both thermal and electrical systems
that includes low energy buildings, renewable energy systems, fuel cells, solar systems in addition to hvac

systems. trnsys is an advanced, free, open source engineering simulation environment. trnsys is a language-
independent, multi-platform, deterministic, nonlinear, and dynamic simulation environment. more than 60,000

engineers and scientists around the world use trnsys software for a variety of applications. trnsys is supported by
more than 600 business partners in over 80 countries. trnsys is a language-independent, multi-platform,

deterministic, nonlinear, and dynamic simulation environment. more than 60,000 engineers and scientists around
the world use trnsys software for a variety of applications. trnsys is supported by more than 600 business partners

in over 80 countries. trnsys is a language-independent, multi-platform, deterministic, nonlinear, and dynamic
simulation environment. more than 60,000 engineers and scientists around the world use trnsys software for a

variety of applications. developmentthe first version of trnsys was written by dr. herbert s. teale in the mid-1970s
as an extension of his research at the university of texas.the first version was written in the fortran language. the
development oftrnsys continued during the 1980s with the release of the building sys-tem analysis (basa) add-on.
this version of trnsys was developed by tms, inc. with funding from the u.s. department of energy (doe) and the

national science foundation (nsf). at that time thetrnsys language was written in fortran, and the building
simulation add-on waswritten in basa. this version of trnsys was very well received by users and thetrnsys

development continued with the release of the next generation oftrnsys. the next version of trnsys was released in
1989 and was written inthe trnsys simulated building environment (tsbe). this version of trnsys was written in the
c language, and the building simulation add-on was written in the trnsys w language. the trnsys w language was a

c-like version of thetrnsys w language developed at the nasa lewis research center.
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in the 1990s, the trnsys development continued with the release of
thetrnsys thermal analysis engine (tae) in 1992. this version of trnsys
was written in the c language, and the building simulation add-on was
written in the trnsys w language. in 1994, the trnsys w language was
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ported to the microsoft windows environment as a dos-based
application. this version of trnsys was named the trnsys simulation

studio. this version of trnsys was used by the trnsys project at nasa.
the trnsys simulation studio allowed users to model multizone and

multilayer buildings with the incorporation of interior materials,
thermal and mechanical ventilation, radiant floor and wall insulation,

and gains. it was also the first version of trnsys to allow for the
interactive creation of building schedules. the use of trnsys by nasa
and the university of texas was discontinued in 1996. in the early

1990s, the university of texas at dallas and the university of colorado
at boulder released the first versions of the trnsys system design

environment (sde) and the trnsys distributed control system (dcs).
these versions of trnsys were written in the c language and were for

the most part self contained, consisting of a collection of user
interface applications, and a master controller for the trnsys building

simulation. in 1997, the university of colorado at boulder released
trnsys v17, which was the first version of trnsys developed for

windows. trnsys v17 was released for the first time under the gnu
public licence. in 1998, the trnsys development group at the

university of colorado at boulder was spun off as a separate company,
which is now named transient thermal solutions, llc. in 1999, the

trnsys development team released the first version of trnsys for the
macintosh platform and for windows under the gnu public licence. this

version of trnsys was named trnsys simulation studio for macintosh
and was based on the trnsys simulation studio for windows. this

version of trnsys was the first version of trnsys to include occupancy
modeling, comfort modeling, and energy simulation. 5ec8ef588b
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